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 As Christians, one of our primary goals is to pattern our individual and corporate practice after what the first 
disciples of Jesus did in the first century.  We don’t want to be the members of any denomination.  We simply want to be 
Christians, and the only way that we can accomplish that goal is by getting rid of all of the teachings of man that have built 
up over the past two thousand years and returning to the Bible, and to the Bible only.  That is our distinctive focus.  
 A consequence of that focus, though, is a corresponding focus on the topic of Bible authority.  Authority is not a 
big deal in the denominational world.  I suspect that most members of most denominations can faithfully attend services 
at their denominational church all their lives and never hear a single sermon or Bible study concerning authority.  This is 
true for a simple reason.  They don’t care about authority because they don’t have to care about authority.  They do what 
they feel like, they don’t do what they don’t feel like, and the Bible never enters the picture.  
 However, if we aren’t interested in man-made religion, if it is our goal to obey the Lord, we can’t adopt that 
approach.  We must look to the Scripture instead, to learn what God commands us to do, what He permits, and what He 
forbids.  If we don’t make a practice of this, man-made religion will inevitably slip in.  Let’s look, then, at authority. 
 
The Authority of Christ 
 We’re going to begin this morning by considering the great authority of Jesus Christ.  We see the ORIGIN of the 
authority of Jesus set out in Daniel 7:13-14.  In this text, Daniel prophetically describes what would happen after the 
resurrection of Jesus.  According to the book of Hebrews, Jesus had already entered the holy place of heaven once, 
bringing with Him the offering of His shed blood to make atonement for the sins of the righteous for all time.  When 
Jesus was raised, He entered heaven a second time, not as a high priest to offer sacrifice, but as a King to be crowned.  It 
was then that the Father turned all of His authority over to the Son and gave Him a kingdom that would last forever.   
 This explains why Jesus says what He says in Matthew 28:18.  The timing of these words is Scripturally 
significant.  Jesus here is speaking after His resurrection, but before His ascension.  Nonetheless, He says that all 
authority, both in heaven and on earth, has already been given to Him.  Jesus is already reigning as King, and He already 
has all the power that He will ever have.  He is not waiting for His kingdom to be established on earth in the city of 
Jerusalem.  Instead, His great triumph has already been won, and He already has the right to command us to obey. 
 Even though the phrase “all authority” is dramatic enough, the Scripture further defines the EXTENT of the 
authority of Jesus.  There are many passages that do this, but one of the most succinct is Ephesians 1:22-23.  First, all 
things have been put under the feet of Christ, with one exception that we’ll get to later.  Second, Jesus has been given as 
Head over all things to the church, which is His body.  This is a telling analogy.  The oversight of our human heads over 
our bodies is comprehensive.  When my body moves, it’s because my brain told my body to move.  When I forbid some 
part of my body to move, it doesn’t move.  Even if I am not thinking about that part of my body, in the absence of 
instructions from me, it remains motionless.  My body does what I tell it to do and only what I tell it to do.  In the same 
way, friends, if we are the body of Christ, it is our responsibility to move only at the impulse of our Head.  When He 
commands us, we must obey; when He bars us from doing something, we must not do it, and when He tells us nothing, 
we must not act in the absence of instructions from Him.  That’s what it means for Christ to be the Head. 
 Similarly, the word also delineates more precisely the DURATION of the authority of Jesus.  Let’s read about 
this together from 1 Corinthians 15:24-26.  Even though Daniel 7 says that Christ will reign as King forever, that’s not a 
through-eternity forever.  It’s an until-the-end-of-the-world forever.  Currently, Jesus has all authority, but there are still 
rebels against His name, those who work to circumvent His authority.  Jesus already defeated Satan on the cross and won 
His own personal victory over death in His resurrection, but it yet remains for Him to defeat death for all of us.  Through 
His grace, we need no longer fear spiritual death, but physical death is still our enemy.  When Jesus returns on the last day, 
however, He will destroy death for all of us in dramatic fashion.  He will call all those who have fallen asleep in Jesus, and 
they will awaken to a resurrection of life.  Once Jesus has done that, His work is completed.  He will have completely 
carried out the will of the Father, and He will return His authority into the hand of the One who gave it.  From then on, 
the Father will resume His role as King throughout eternity.  Until that day comes, Christ’s reign is absolute.   
 To put things another way, Jesus has all authority, and He will continue to have all authority for as long as this 
physical earth continues.  This overwhelming power in the hands of Christ has some extremely important 
IMPLICATIONS for us.  Read with me from Colossians 3:17.  As is often the case in Scripture, the word “name” here 
means “authority”.  Thus, when this text tells us to do everything in the name of Jesus, it is telling us to do everything by 
His authority.  There is no aspect of our service together or of our personal lives that does not fall under His dominion.   

This means that the authority of Jesus doesn’t speak only to what His church does.  It speaks to what each 
member of His church does, what we do individually, and it is appropriate to for us to consider this as we eat of the 
Lord’s Supper.  When we consider Jesus’ sacrifice, it reminds us that we must love Him.  Similarly, when we consider 



Jesus’ kingship, it reminds us that we must serve Him.  It is our responsibility to examine ourselves in the light of His 
word, to determine whether we personally are in subjection to His authority or not.  Similarly, it is also our privilege to 
anticipate the last great act of Jesus’ authority, when He will swallow up death for all time.  Just as He was raised, so shall 
we be raised.  Let’s reflect, then, on the implications of the authority of Christ as we partake of the Lord’s Supper. 
    
 
The Need for Authority 
 Clearly, the Bible presents our Lord as the greatest authority in heaven or on earth.  Similarly, it teaches us why 
we need such an authority.  There are only TWO REACTIONS to God’s authority that we can have.   These are 
elegantly set out in Judges 21:25.  Either there is a King in Israel, or everyone does what is right in his own eyes.  Either 
we obey God in everything, or we obey ourselves in everything.  Make no mistake about it; this is an all-or-nothing 
proposition.  Here’s why.  Once we start going through the Bible and deciding that we’re going to obey this 
commandment, but we’re not going to obey this other commandment, we are setting ourselves up as a higher authority 
than God.  We are passing judgment on His word, determining which parts we think are good and which parts are not 
good, or which silences are good or not good.  In that scenario, even when we keep some part of the law of Christ, it’s 
more a matter of coincidence than obedience.  We’re still only obeying ourselves, because if we didn’t like that particular 
passage, we’d chuck it on the scrap heap with all the rest of the passages we didn’t like.  The commandments of the King 
aren’t optional.  Either we accept them all and strive to obey them, or we reject them all and rebel against God. 
 If we choose to reject the authority of the Scripture, there are several harms that derive from that.  First, it makes 
anything we teach ILLEGITIMATE.  Look at Jesus’ thoughts about this in John 5:30.  Even for our Lord, the only way 
that He could judge justly was if He sought and taught the will of the Father in everything.  If even Jesus didn’t have the 
right to speak on His own initiative, how much more do we lack that right?  Who am I to get up in the pulpit and say, 
“You need to do this and this and this, and you need to do it because I think it’s a good idea”?  What arrogance it would 
take for me, or for any man, to presume to tell others what they should do with their spiritual lives!  I don’t have that 
right, and nobody else does either.  The only legitimate basis for anything that I teach, or for anything that anyone else 
teaches, is when I get up here and read from the word of God and say, “Thus says the Lord.  We must obey Him.”  
 Second, a lack of respect for divine authority makes God’s people DIVIDED.  This is what underlies Paul’s 
words in 1 Corinthians 1:10.  There are two main parts to this passage, and we’ll take them in reverse order.  The second 
tells us that we are to be of one mind and of one judgment.  The first tells us that the only way that this unity is possible is 
by the name, which is to say by the authority, of Jesus Christ.  Unless all of God’s people submit themselves to that 
authority, unity is an unreachable goal.  Let me give you an example to illustrate this.  Let’s say that I am a big fan of 
instrumental music in the assembly.  I think that all of our worship services should involve the instrument.  Jeff, on the 
other hand, has a violent personal objection to the instrument in worship.  He thinks we should continue only in our 
tradition of a capella singing.  Without an appeal to the authority of God, how can we possibly settle that issue?  If I stick 
to my guns, and Jeff sticks to his, we will get madder and madder, until finally, one of us is going to end up leaving, and 
maybe splitting the church along with us.  In a world without God’s authority, there is nothing more important than our 
personal opinions.  On the other hand, if both Jeff and I are willing to submit ourselves to God’s will as revealed in His 
word, we can settle the issue.  We can sit down and study about instrumental music together, with good and honest hearts, 
with the determination to obey even if God’s will doesn’t match ours.  We can find the truth and remain united. 
 Third, the church that doesn’t respect God’s authority is inevitably plagued by SELF-SEEKING.  Jesus puts this 
pretty plainly in John 7:18.  No matter what, we are always seeking the glory of the one whose authority we obey.  If we 
obey God’s authority, we seek His glory.  If we speak on our own authority, we seek our own glory.  A few moments ago, 
we discussed denominational clergy who get up in the pulpit and preach their think-so’s.  They may not realize it, but this 
passage explains their motivation.  They think so highly of their own opinions that they command believers to obey them, 
and when people do obey them, whom does it glorify?  It doesn’t glorify God, because it isn’t God’s instruction that they 
are obeying.  Instead, the so-called Christian who obeys a man in his obedience glorifies that man.  That’s the problem 
with the denominational churches around us.  They aren’t God-glorifying churches.  They’re man-glorifying churches. 
 Finally, the most significant problem with the rejection of Scriptural authority is that it produces VAIN 
WORSHIP.  We have this from the lips of the Lord Himself in Matthew 15:7-9.  There are several important points in 
this passage for us to note.  First, when we profess to be followers of God but follow our own will instead, that makes us 
hypocrites, and we can be sure that God will judge us for it.  Second, no matter what we may say, our refusal to seek the 
will of the Lord in everything shows that our heart is far from Him.  Third, when we begin to add to the commandments 
of the Lord by including our own commandments with them, we make our worship vain.  God has no interest in hearing 
the praise of those who have no interest in obeying Him.  This should tell us that authority isn’t some dry, irrelevant issue.  
It gets to the heart of who we are as Christians.  Do we lift up the Lord and His wisdom, confining ourselves only to what 



we read in His word, or do we lift up ourselves and our wisdom, believing that we can improve on the pattern?  Authority 
isn’t just about authority.  It’s about humility too, and whether we trust God enough to obey even when we disagree. 
 
Authority and Silence 
 Finally this morning, we’re going to consider the topic of authority and silence of the Scriptures.  We’ve already 
touched on this subject this morning.  We’ve already learned that because we are the body of Christ, subject to Him in 
everything, when the Head is silent, that silence does not give us authority to act, any more than our own bodies may act 
in the absence of commands from our heads.  The silence of the Scripture is restrictive, not permissive.   
 Nonetheless, there are many Christians who struggle with this notion.  They see all of the arguing about what the 
silence of the Scripture requires in some particular situation, and they wonder if we would be better off if we treated the 
silence of the Scripture as permissive instead, if the church only treated expressly prohibited things as forbidden. 
 However, I’m not sure that many brethren have thought through the consequences of dealing with the silence of 
the Scripture in this way.  Let’s begin exploring this issue by looking at the things that Jesus expressly forbids His church 
to do.  In my study, I’ve found FIVE PROHIBITIONS that apply expressly to God’s people when they are assembled 
together.  There may be a couple more, but I think this list is representative.  First, from Hebrews 10:25, we learn that the 
church must assemble together.  Second, from 1 Corinthians 1:10, we learn that the church may not be divided.  Third, 
Colossians 2:16-19 teaches that the church may not hear false teachers.  Fourth, 1 Timothy 5:19 tells us that we may not 
receive a charge against an elder without the testimony of two or three witnesses.  Finally, James 2:1 instructs us that we 
may not show partiality to different people in our assembly.  That’s it.  If the silence of the Scripture is permissive, those 
are the only five things that the church is not allowed to do.  ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING ELSE is on the table. 
 Sadly, we don’t have to wonder what churches will do once they conclude that the silence of the Scripture is 
permissive.  There’s an old hymn that we sing at funerals called, “We Are Going Down the Valley”, and it repeats the line 
“We are going down the valley one by one”.  Well, friends, all around us in the denominational world, and even in our 
own brotherhood, we see churches that are going down the valley one by one.  Once they leave behind their reliance on 
God and the authority of His word, they walk THE SAME PATH that leads them farther and farther from Him. 
 The first step on this path is CHURCH SUPPORT OF GENERAL BENEVOLENCE.  This one is an easy 
sell to godly people who are unfamiliar with the Bible’s teaching about how church funds are to be used.  They see the 
needs of the poor people around us, and they decide on their own authority that it would be a good work for the church 
to help those people.  After all, there is no passage that says, “Thou shalt not help outsiders”.  Then, the church begins to 
use its funds to support food pantries, orphanages, and hospitals, and ultimately to support schools and universities.  I’m 
all for individual support of those things, but nothing in the Bible teaches that they are the work of the church. 
 The next step down the valley is what I think of as EVANGELISTIC BRIBERY.  This is when churches use 
something other than the gospel to lure non-Christians in to hear the gospel.  They think that if they offer free meals or a 
gym to play basketball in, then they will be able to sneak a little gospel in before the outsiders realize it.  Sometimes, the 
bribery is more explicit than that, like when churches try to induce people to ride the church bus to services by taping a 
20-dollar bill under one of the seats.  Once again, there is certainly no passage in Scripture that says, “Thou shalt not bribe 
people to induce them to hear the gospel.”  Of course, the problem with evangelistic bribery is that we will reap what we 
sow.  If we sow to the spirit by looking to attract the lost with the word of God, we will reap a harvest of eternal life.  On 
the other hand, if we sow to the flesh by looking to bribe outsiders, we will only get people who want to be bribed. 
 A little bit further down the valley, we find churches that have embraced INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC.  Here 
too, we aren’t going to find some passage that says, “Thou shalt not use the instrument in worship”.  It’s true that the 
Scripture only teaches that we are to sing, but if we don’t think that the silence of the Scripture about the instrument is 
meaningful, there’s nothing there that teaches that the instrument is forbidden.  Most of us would agree that instrumental 
music is beautiful, so once again, to the Biblically ignorant, this is a slam-dunk.  Let’s bring in the instrument! 
 Usually, as churches continue down the valley, they next introduce TITHING.  I don’t think there’s anyone here 
that would be OK with tithing, but we must recognize that our Biblical opposition to the practice is based on the silence 
of the Scriptures too.  Tithing stands or falls with the instrument.  Any argument that would permit the instrument will 
also permit tithing, and any argument that rejects tithing will lead to the rejection of the instrument too.  There’s also a 
practical reason why churches introduce tithing at this point.  General benevolence by the church, evangelistic bribery, 
and even instruments in worship all have one thing in common.  They’re all expensive.  Once you decide to fund the food 
bank, you have to come up with the money to do it.  Once you build the gym, you have to come up with the money to 
maintain it.  Churches that do these things need more money, and they inevitably try to raise money by tithing. 
 Typically, once churches have come this far, they’re willing to move on to establishing a CLERGY CLASS.  
Here too, the only possible Scriptural objection to the practice comes from the silence of the Scripture.  None of us can 
find a text that says, “Thou shalt not have a clergy class.”  Usually, in the U.S., this manifests itself in the person of the 



pastor, the preacher who is given the power not just to preach the gospel, but to lead the church.  Even in churches that 
still maintain the offices of elder and deacon, they are stripped of their power, which is given to the pastor. 
 Churches that reach the clergy milepost in the valley then begin to embrace CHURCH COOPERATION.  
Once again, I know that there are many people here to whom congregational autonomy is important, but the Scriptural 
foundation of congregational autonomy is the belief that the silence of the Scriptures is restrictive.  Nothing in the Bible 
says, “Thy church shalt not cooperate with other churches.”  Because of that, churches that believe that the silence of the 
Scriptures is permissive soon begin to pool money with other churches and engage in joint strategy planning. 
 From there, it’s only a short step to building a full-blown DENOMINATIONAL STRUCTURE.  This is 
another place where there isn’t a thou-shalt-not.  Nothing in the Scripture says, “Thou shalt not found a denomination.”  
For that matter, there is nothing in Scripture that forbids us from assuming a denominational name.  Churches that are 
OK with that inevitably come up with some convention or synod that tells the individual congregations what to do. 
  Finally, along with the denominational structure comes an ECCLESIASTICAL HIERARCHY.  At this point, 
it’s not enough to have a clergy class.  The church has to have different levels within that clergy class to make the 
denominational structure work.  Whether you call them archbishops or executive board members, there has to be some 
overlord class that is going to tell all the little underlings what they are going to do in their churches. 
 Here is our list.  There is not a thing on this list that is expressly forbidden by the Bible, and history teaches us 
that churches that aren’t concerned with the silence of the Scripture will sooner or later install all of these things.  Let’s be 
honest, friends.  Does the denomination that does these things look anything like the first-century church, which did none 
of them?  Is the denomination that practices these things faithful to the pattern that Jesus laid out, or has it become 
something else entirely?  I would be the first to acknowledge that our preoccupation with the silence of the Scripture 
sometimes leads us to arguments that seem petty, but brethren, that is far, far better than the alternative. 
 
  
  
 


